Euclidean relativity group for Newtonian inertial frames
Consider Newtonian spacetime x oe " > # n+1 , x = Hq, tL, q oe # n , t oe #, n = 3 the physical case. Co-tangent space T 
He, R, vL = LHe, R -1
, -e R -1 ÿ vL Version 1.01, April 29 2007 Stephen G. Low
Euclidean relativity group: invariance of length
Asserted that this is the group % $ "Hn, #L = ' 2 ≈ s $"Hn, #L ≈ s # HnL LH1, I n , vL oe # HnL > H# n , +L translation group and is a normal subgroup as invariant under automorphisms
Then as LH1, R, 0L oe $"Hn, #L and LHe, I n , 0L oe ' 2 , the group is the extended inhomogeneous linear group. LHe, R, vL oe % $ "Hn, #L > ' 2 ≈ s $"Hn, #L ≈ s # HnL Stephen G. Low Version 1.01, April 29, 2007 Euclidean relativity group: Free particle inertial motion
Finally, consider diffeomorphisms j : " Ø " : x # x è = jHxL that leave metrics invariant. Jacobian must be an element L of the group. In particular for LH1, I n , vL 
and so for v constant, integrates to the equation for free particle inertial motion April 29 2007 Stephen G. Low Consider also the invariance the symplectic metric required by Hamilton mechanics on this space.
F are H2 n + 2LäH2 n + 2L dimensional matrices. Invariance of the Newtonian line element restricts group to % $ "H2 n + 1, #L.
Invariance of symplectic metric restricts general linear group to the symplectic group !)H2 n + 2L.
The group with invariant Newtonian line element and symplectic metric is the intersection:
where *HnL is the Weyl-Heisenberg group.
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where w oe # 2 n is written as
Hamilton relativity: Group operations
Group multiplication and inverse determined from matrix multiplication and inverse FHe, A, w, rL = FHe
Group operations of the Weyl-Heisenberg subgroup HHw, rL = FH1, I, w, rL are
Hw, rL = HH-w, -rL
Automorphisms of the subgroup
Therefore the subgroup HHw, rL is normal and the group structure is
Stephen G. Low Version 1.01, April 29, 2007 Hamilton relativity: Weyl-Heisenberg group w oe # 2 n may be written as w = H f , vL, f , v oe # n and the group operations are then
Addition of velocity v, force f and power r given by the group multiplication law. 
with a, b = 1, .. n. These may be integrated to equations of the form 
Hamilton relativity group
The final condition to apply is the invariance of length in the inertial rest frame. Setting
The Euclidean group is the inertial special case of the Hamilton group
* +HnL is the group of transformations between noninertial frames in classical mechanics
It will be convenient in what follows to consider a different ordering of the basis:
Stephen G. Low
First summary
Euclidean group is relativity group for inertial frames: LHe, R, vL oe & HnL > ' 4 ≈ s !(HnL ≈ # HnL. Free particle straight lines are diffeomorphisms of the Euclidean group.
Hamilton group is relativity group for noninertial frames: What is noninertial counterpart of the Lorentz group that contracts in limit to Hamilton group?
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Consider time, position, energy, momentum space z oe $ > # 2 n+2 , z = Hx, yL = Ht, q, e, pL, p, q oe # n , t, e oe #, n = 3 the physical case. Co-tangent space T
Group elements G° leaving these line elements and metric invariant are the H2 n + 2Lä H2 n + 2L dimensional matrices
Therefore G°oe (H1, nL that is the expected group for inertial frames. 
Reciprocal relativity of noninertial frames: Born-Green metric
For non-inertial frames, follow Born conjecture and combine the line elements to define the Born-Green metric. This is a new physical assertion
where b is a new dimensional physical constant (dimensions of force -Newtons). Planck scales can be defined in terms of the three constants 8c, b, Ñ< rather than usual 8c, G, Ñ<. Note that
, b º a G 10 44 Newtons.
If a G = 1 these are numerically the usual Planck scales.
Terms dependent on inverse powers of b will be manifest only in a very strong interacting regime where forces between particle states approach b (just as effects dependent on inverse powers of c manifest only when velocities between particle states approach c)
Reciprocal relativity of noninertial frames: Unitary group
Consider group leaving the Born-Green metric and symplectic metric invariant:
Group leaving Born-Green metric invariant is (H2, 2 nL.
Group leaving symplectic metric invariant is !)H2 n + 2L. 
Group leaving both metrics invariant is
Limits are: G°HvL = GHv, 0, 0Loe!((1,1), lim
Stephen G. Low Version 1. 01, April 29, 2007 Group composition Theory consistent with this relativity cannot have force singularities (such as experienced by 1 ê r 2 dependencies in usual theory)
Spacetime itself is relative to noninertial frames. There is no absolute inertial frame nor an absolute rest frame.
We call this reciprocal relativity after Max Born's concept of reciprocity.
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and group composition is
Line element contracts as. 
Second summary
New physical hypothesis is the Born-Green metric .
Reciprocal relativity of noninertial frames given by ,H1, nL transformations.
No absolute rest frame, no absolute inertial frame.
Spacetime itself is relative to noninertial observer frame, generalized dilation and contractions transform energy-momentum into position-time and vice versa.
Velocities are between particle states. Forces are between particle states.
Velocity and force are bounded. Natural dimensional basis is 8c, b, Ñ<.
In b Ø ¶ limit spacetime is again invariant. A global inertial frame emerges. It appears that forces are relative to this global inertial frame.
(This is analogous to the special relativity case where, in the limit c Ø ¶, it appears that velocities are relative to a global inertial rest frame.)
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Reciprocally relativistic quantum mechanics
The Unitary group ,H1, nL defines transformations between noninertial frames of reciprocal relativity with invariant symplectic metric and Born-Green line element.
The nonrelativistic limit (group contraction b, c Ø ¶) is the Hamilton group with invariant Newtonian time line element and invariant symplectic metric Quantum states are represented as rays in a Hilbert space
Reciprocally relativistic quantum mechanics is understood in terms of the projective representations of the inhomogeneous ,H1, nL group .
Projective representations of a group are equivalent to the unitary representations of its central extension. The central extension may be algebraic and/or topological (cover). For inhomogeneous unitary group, the central extension is the cover of the quaplectic group -H1, nL.
The representation of the algebra of *Hn + 1L is the ' p, q ' , ' e, t ' Heisenberg commutation relations.
Single particle wave equations arise from the Hermitian representations of the Casimir invariants in the enveloping algebra of the quaplectic group. The 'scalar case' is the relativistic oscillator. In general, the wave equations are second order equations of wavefunctions yHq, tL that appear to be 'towers of spinning oscillators'.
Quaplectic group
Element of quaplectic group is gHG, w, iL oe -H1, nL = ,H1, nL ≈ *Hn + 1L,
Lie algebra is Z a
Casimir invariants 
Quantum mechanics: Projective representations of the group
The projective representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group define the single particle state space of the inertial case. These are equivalent to the unitary irreducible representations · of the Poincaré group . The particle wave equations are the solution of the eigenvalue equations for the representations of the Casimir operators
The projective representations of the inhomogeneous Unitary group define the single particle state space of the noninertial case. These are equivalent to the unitary irreducible representations · of the cover of the Quaplectic group . The particle wave equations may be derived from the solution of the eigenvalue equations for the Casimir operators
The Weyl-Heisenberg, Poincaré and quaplectic group are semidirect product groups for which the unitary representations may be determined by Mackey's theorems
One slide sketch of Mackey representations
For a semi-direct product group $ = / ≈ s 0 * where 0 is the normal subgroup and / is the homogeneous group and assume we know the UIR H/, s, ! * The groups must satisfy certain general technical conditions. A sufficient condition is that the groups are matrix groups that are algebraic subgroups of $"Hn, #L
Unitary representations of quaplectic group sketch
Heisenberg group is semidirect product *HnL = # HnL ≈ # Hn + 1L, Hermitian representations of the algebra are
Quaplectic group is semidirect product -H1, 3L = ,H1, 3L ≈ *H4L.
For ·' HIL †y\ ∫ 0, Little group is ,H1, 3L, stabilizer is -H1, 3L and so induction is not required.
Representations are
